June 26, 2016
WRPC Board Mtg June 20, 2016

Attending: Joe, Dave, Shannon, Christine, Jim A.

Donovan has sent a response to Jerry Carlson about removing a post from our Facebook page. We need
to remind users that it is our page and we will determine what is appropriate and what is not. We had
another complaint about too many closures for “handgun stuff” which limited the ability to sight in a
rifle. Since our schedule of events is posted in many places there probably is not a lot to be said about
this one.

New addition to the pistol shed: Just a couple of pieces of metal siding to cut and put on. Then finish
the trim on the roof and corners. We need to decide what the shelving should look like for the interior
and get that completed along with a work bench. We also need to dig in electricity coming from the box
on the SW corner and get the cameras up and running again as soon as possible.

The rifle shelters need some extra covering like the new pistol area or painting. Jim made a motion to
cover with metal like the pistol shelter and eliminate the need for periodic painting. Dave seconded and
the motion passed.

Thanks to Jim F. for putting a “V” catcher on the gate along with support system so it doesn’t swing
when the gate hits it. Seems to be working well.

Dave can get some rubber belting to try as a target holding system. We can try it on the 25 and 50 yard
bunkers to see how it holds up. This may not work on the pistol side due to reduced velocities and the
potential for rebounds off the belting.

We need to decide what to do with the driveway and when. For now we really need something by the
exit card reader to fill in a hole that is developing there. We can try a small amount of crushed granite
or concrete there to see how it works.

The July events are posted in the event calendar cabinet. We need to decide what to do for Kids day
and Women on Target at the next board meeting. If we’re going to have classroom portions it would be
good to have the pistol addition done and move materials into that building so we have classroom
space. Christine will put up notifications on Facebook and the website to request help for those events.

Jim picked up an M1 carbine from Mel’s. We need to decide what to do with our existing ones. Some
do not want to get rid of them and some do. They are collectible based on the manufacturers (Rockola
and Winchester) and their age with potential values over $2000 each. We discussed potentially having a
raffle and giving them away at the gun show. We decided we should discuss when we get the whole
group together to see whether we want to get rid of them or not and how to do that if we do decide to
get rid of them. As mentioned at the meeting we are not in need of the money right now so nothing
urging us to sell from that standpoint.

Questions were raised about trying to hold a 3 gun event and a cowboy action event to see if either or
both are feasible on our range and how much interest there is in either or both. We need to review with
everyone and then determine when to do these if we move forward with them.

We should put some foam in between the pistol concrete bunkers by the sand so we stop the leaking of
the sand. Jim will look into some foam to squirt in there.

Shannon and Jim removed a tree that came down across the road to the 200 yard targets. Dropped the
wood on the burn pile.

Adjourned at 7:55 p.m.

